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New York State Needs to Raise Its
Minimum Wage to More Than $21
by 2026 to Restore the Value of the
Frozen $15 Minimum Wage
New Yorkers need wages they can live on. But with prices rising at the fastest pace in 40 years,
the value of New York’s $15 minimum wage—which has not increased since late 2018—has
already fallen by 15% and will fall by more than 30% by 2026 unless the legislature acts. In
addition, New York’s eroding minimum wage is reversing the significant reductions in poverty
and earnings inequality achieved by the $15 minimum wage.
The Raise Up New York (RUNY) coalition and underpaid workers across the state are calling on
lawmakers to enact S3062D (Ramos)/A7530C (Joyner) (bill numbers are subject to change
when the new legislative session starts in January) to restore New York’s minimum wage. We
are calling on Albany to “catch up” the minimum wage to where it would be if it had been
updated every year since it hit $15—and to then adjust the minimum wage each year going
forward so that it keeps up with rising prices and gains in labor productivity. The legislation
would deliver raises of more than $2,000 a year for over 2 million workers state-wide, including
1.4 million workers of color and 1.1 million women.

The Numbers: How the Proposed Legislation Would Raise New York’s
Minimum Wage
To restore New York’s minimum wage and make sure that it does not fall behind again, the
new legislation would raise the minimum wage as detailed below in Table 1. Specifically, it
would:
• Gradually increase the minimum wage in New York City and in the suburbs
(Westchester, Nassau, and Suffolk Counties) to $21.25 by January 2026—which
would restore the value of the 2019 $15 minimum wage back up to where it would
have been if it had been adjusted each year to keep pace with the rising cost of living
(as measured by the Consumer Price Index (CPI-W)), and labor productivity growth
(as measured by national labor productivity (output per hour)).
• Gradually increase the minimum wage in the upstate counties (all counties except
for New York City, and Westchester, Nassau, and Suffolk Counties) to $20 by January
2026.

•

Then, as of January 2027, the upstate rate would catch up to the state-wide
minimum wage, which would be annually adjusted each year going forward by the
Department of Labor using the same formula that the Division of the Budget (DOB)
and the Department of Labor (DOL) are currently using to adjust upstate New York’s
minimum wage each year until it reaches $15. As discussed below, that formula
updates the minimum wage each year so that it keeps up with BOTH the rising cost
of living and increases in labor productivity—a best practice for ensuring that the
minimum wage does not fall behind again, and that workers share in the benefits of
productivity increases.

Table 1. New York Minimum Wage Increases

Past &
Current
Rates
Increases
Under Raise
Up NY
Minimum
Wage
Legislation

New York City

Suburbs

Upstate

Jan. 2022

$15.00

$15.00

$13.20

Jan. 2023

$15.00

$15.00

$14.20

Jan. 2024

$17.25

$17.25

$16.00

Jan. 2025

$19.25

$19.25

$18.00

Jan. 2026

$21.25

$21.25

$20.00

Jan. 2027

$21.25 +
indexing*

$21.25 + indexing*

$21.25 + indexing*

*Annual indexing based on the New York State Division of Budget /
Department of Labor formula, which combines the previous year’s
increase, if any, in the Consumer Price Index (CPI-W) and workforce
productivity (national labor productivity (output per hour)), both as
calculated each year by the U.S. Department of Labor’s Bureau of Labor
Statistics1

The Background: Why New York Needs to Restore Its Minimum Wage
and How Its $15 Minimum Wage Led to Historic Reductions in Poverty
and Inequality
New York, where the Fight for $15 in 2012 was launched, led the nation in 2016 as one of the
first states to approve a $15 minimum wage. New York’s 2016 minimum wage legislation
raised the state minimum wage from $9 to $15 by 2019 in New York City—and more
gradually in the suburbs and upstate. Those increases resulted in large gains in worker
earnings, and the largest reductions in poverty in 50 years, especially in New York City,
without costing jobs as opponents had predicted.
Large earnings gains. As estimated at the time by the Economic Policy Institute, 2 New
York’s $15 minimum wage:
•

Raised pay for 3.2 million workers statewide, including 1.4 million workers in New
York City—about 35% of the city workforce
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•

Delivered an average raise of $4,800 for those workers once fully phased in

As James Parrott detailed in his March 2022 report, “Full Employment and Raising Wages:
New York City’s Twin Economic Challenges in Emerging from the Pandemic,” (Parrott
Report)3 those wage increases resulted in very substantial, inflation-adjusted increases in
pay for the bottom 50% of New Yorkers. Figure 3 from the Parrott Report, which is
reproduced below, illustrates those wage gains:

Largest poverty reduction in 50 years. During this period, New York City also saw historic
reductions in poverty. Three measures of poverty—the federal poverty standard, child
poverty, and near poverty (defined as 200% of the federal poverty threshold)—all declined
more during the 2010-2019 period—and chiefly during 2016-2019— than over the
preceding fifty years. As Figures 7 and 8 from the Parrott Report reproduced below show, all
three of these measures dipped slightly from 2010-2015 as New York implemented small
increases in its minimum wage from $7.25 to $9.00. However, these measures then dropped
rapidly from 2016 to 2019, as New York phased in the $15 minimum wage.
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Employment did not decline. When New York raised its minimum wage to $15, opponents
predicted that it would reduce job growth in the state—predictions they make every time
the minimum wage has increased. However, two careful analyses of the impact show that
New York’s higher wages raised pay without reducing employment.

First, a 2019 study by James Parrott and Lina Moe from the New School’s Center for New
York City Affairs, and Yannet Lathrop from the National Employment Law Project examined
New York City’s restaurant industry4—the sector where wages increased most because of
the wage increase. It found that:
• Earnings for restaurant workers rose dramatically—15-23 % for full-service and
26-30 % for limited-service restaurant workers
• At the same time, job growth in New York City’s restaurant sector was generally
stronger than in 12 comparable large U.S. cities that did not raise the minimum
wage, and the restaurant industry saw average annual sales growth of 6.6%

Second, a 2019 study by the Federal Reserve Bank of New York 5 examined job growth along
the New York-Pennsylvania border—comparing New York counties with neighboring
Pennsylvania counties where the minimum wage did not increase and so was several dollars
an hour lower. That study similarly finds:
•
•

Earnings grew more in the New York counties
No evidence of any adverse effect on employment levels

This research is in line with the bulk of recent rigorous research on the impact of minimum
wage increases—which has found little evidence of resulting job loss.6

New York’s $15 minimum wage is now rapidly eroding—putting at risk
the historic income gains and reductions in poverty that it helped deliver
New York’s minimum wage is stalled while prices are skyrocketing. While in 2016 New
York led the nation as one of the first states to adopt a $15 minimum wage, the minimum
wage has been flat in New York City since 2019. At the same time, the cost of housing and
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living have sky-rocketed and the state’s workers are struggling as a result. The value of New
York City’s $15 minimum wage has already fallen 15% in value and is projected to fall by
more than 30% by 2026 unless the legislature acts.
The falling minimum wage is eroding the progress on poverty and income inequality
achieved by the Fight for $15. This steep decline in the minimum wage is reversing the
historic reductions in poverty and earnings inequality that the state achieved with the $15
minimum wage. And even once inflation returns to more typical levels, workers will
continue to lose real wages if the minimum wage remains stagnant.
New York’s wage has fallen so far that places like Fresno and Yakima will now have
higher minimum wages. During this time New York has fallen behind the many other cities
and states that are raising their minimum wages well beyond $15. About fifty cities and
counties and two states will have wages above $15 an hour as of January 2023—and a
growing group will have minimum wages of more than $17 or $18 an hour. The fact that
places like Yakima, Washington and Fresno, California will now have higher minimum wages
than New York shows how far pay has fallen in the state.

New York needs to catch the minimum wage back up to where it would
have been if it had been adjusted consistently since it hit $15—which
means raising it to $21.25 by 2026, and slightly slower upstate
Restoring New York City’s minimum wage means raising it to $21.25 by 2026. To restore
the poverty and income-inequality reduction benefits that New York enjoyed under its $15
minimum wage before it eroded, the value of the minimum wage needs to be “caught back
up” to where it would have been if it had been adjusted steadily each year since 2019 to keep
pace with rising prices and workforce productivity gains. That translates to raising the
minimum wage to $21.25 an hour by 2026.
Raise the minimum wage in the suburbs at the same pace—since it is also stalled at $15
and living costs there are very high. Under New York’s 2016 minimum wage legislation,
the then Republican-controlled state senate demanded separate wage scales for New York
City; suburban Westchester, Nassau, and Suffolk Counties; and for upstate New York. Wages
in the suburbs phased in more slowly and did not reach $15 until December 2021. However,
because the minimum wage in the suburbs – Nassau, Suffolk, and Westchester Counties is
also stalled at $15 and those regions have housing and living costs that are almost as high as
New York City, the minimum wage there should now increase at the same pace—and so
should also reach $21.25 by 2026.
Raise the upstate minimum wage at a slower pace, but eventually catch it up to the
state-wide rate. The minimum wage in the remainder of the state should also eventually
catch up with the state-wide rate, but at a slower pace since the minimum wage has not yet
reached $15 there. The legislation would gradually increase the upstate wage to $20 by
2026, and then have it catch up with the state-wide rate by 2027.

Once the minimum wage is restored to $21.25, it needs to be
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automatically adjusted or “indexed” going forward so that it doesn’t fall
behind again
Unless New York “indexes” its minimum wage, meaning that it is automatically adjusted
each year (as many states do), it will fall behind again. Once the minimum wage across
the state catches up, it must be automatically adjusted or “indexed” each year so that it
doesn’t fall behind again. That’s the approach eighteen states and Washington, D.C. are
already using to keep their minimum wages up to date.
New York is already using a model indexing formula for adjusting the upstate minimum
wage and should expand it to the rest of the state. Governor Hochul’s Division of the
Budget and Department of Labor—which under the state’s current minimum wage law must
adjust upstate New York’s minimum wage each year until it reaches $15—are currently
using a model indexing formula that adjusts wages to keep up with increases in both the cost
of living and labor productivity. The Division of the Budget and Department of Labor
recommended this approach in a thorough report in October 2021. 7 This approach has
resulted in moderate increases in the upstate wage of 70 cents in 2022 and will result in a
$1.00 increase in 2023.
New York’s current upstate indexing approach ensures that the minimum wage keeps
up with both rising prices and worker productivity gains. In the past, workers have not
shared in the gains as labor productivity has increased. If the minimum wage had kept pace
with productivity growth since 1968, it would have been $21.50 in 2020. 8 The DOB and
DOL’s formula is a best practice that ensures that underpaid workers’ paychecks maintain
their purchasing power—and that when workers help produce gains in productivity, that
they too share in those benefits. It should be made permanent and expanded state-wide.

Raising and indexing New York’s minimum wage would deliver raises for
over 2 million workers, including 1.4 million workers of color and
1.1 million women
• Raising New York’s minimum wage as provided for in the legislation would raise pay for
over 2 million workers across the state (23% of the workforce), according to estimates
by the Economic Policy Institute (Table 2).
• The majority of workers receiving raises would be women (55%) and workers of color
(70%).
• The overwhelming majority (93%) would be adults over 20 years old.
• Full-time workers also make up a majority (59%) of affected workers.
• Parents of young children comprise more than 1 in 4 (27%) of affected workers.
• On average, workers would receive nearly $2,200 in additional annual earnings.
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Table 2. Economic Policy Institute (EPI) Analysis: Demographic Characteristics of Workers Across New York State Who Would Receive Raises
Under Proposed State Minimum Wage Increase
Total estimated
workforce

Total affected
(directly or indirectly)

Share of group
affected

Total wage increase
(2021$)

Per worker wage
increase (2021$)

Share of total
affected

8,872,900

2,033,900

22.9%

$4,432,566,000

$2,200

100%

Men

4,505,800

910,600

20.2%

$2,060,564,000

$2,300

44.8%

Women

4,367,100

1,123,300

25.7%

$2,372,002,000

$2,100

55.2%

227,200

142,200

62.6%

$229,840,000

$1,600

7.0%

Age 20 or older

8,645,700

1,891,700

21.9%

$4,202,726,000

$2,200

93.0%

Age 16 to 24

1,005,200

566,600

56.4%

$1,156,120,000

$2,000

27.9%

Age 25 to 39

3,127,600

711,500

22.7%

$1,667,344,000

$2,300

35.0%

Age 40 to 54

2,779,600

440,500

15.8%

$984,300,000

$2,200

21.7%

Age 55 or older

1,960,500

315,300

16.1%

$624,801,000

$2,000

15.5%

White

4,761,800

612,700

12.9%

$813,720,000

$1,300

30.1%

Black or African American

1,217,500

393,200

32.3%

$926,367,000

$2,400

19.3%

Group
All workers
Gender

Age
Under 20

Race or Ethnicity
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Table 2. Economic Policy Institute (EPI) Analysis: Demographic Characteristics of Workers Across New York State Who Would Receive Raises
Under Proposed State Minimum Wage Increase
Total estimated
workforce

Total affected
(directly or indirectly)

Share of group
affected

Total wage increase
(2021$)

Per worker wage
increase (2021$)

Share of total
affected

1,792,100

746,300

41.6%

$2,002,904,000

$2,700

36.7%

Asian American or Pacific
Islander

882,000

224,200

25.4%

$578,475,000

$2,600

11.0%

Other

219,600

57,500

26.2%

$111,099,000

$1,900

2.8%

4,111,100

1,421,200

34.6%

$3,618,846,000

$2,600

69.9%

2,114,400

311,600

14.7%

$692,899,000

$2,200

15.3%

720,100

244,000

33.9%

$576,680,000

$2,400

12.0%

Married, no children

2,239,900

323,700

14.5%

$688,075,000

$2,100

15.9%

Unmarried, no children

3,798,400

1,154,600

30.4%

$2,474,913,000

$2,100

56.8%

513,600

217,000

42.2%

$176,436,000

$800

10.7%

Mid time (20-34 hours)

1,214,200

621,300

51.2%

$1,171,304,000

$1,900

30.5%

Full time (35+ hours)

7,145,100

1,195,600

16.7%

$3,084,826,000

$2,600

58.8%

Group
Latinx

Persons of color
Family status
Married parent
Single parent

Work hours
Part time (<20 hours)
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Table 2. Economic Policy Institute (EPI) Analysis: Demographic Characteristics of Workers Across New York State Who Would Receive Raises
Under Proposed State Minimum Wage Increase
Total estimated
workforce

Total affected
(directly or indirectly)

Share of group
affected

Total wage increase
(2021$)

Per worker wage
increase (2021$)

Share of total
affected

796,600

472,500

59.3%

$1,367,305,000

$2,900

23.2%

High school

1,984,800

722,700

36.4%

$1,547,533,000

$2,100

35.5%

Some college, no degree

1,548,100

488,100

31.5%

$956,781,000

$2,000

24.0%

828,700

154,500

18.6%

$267,195,000

$1,700

7.6%

3,714,700

196,100

5.3%

$293,753,000

$1,500

9.6%

Less than $25,000

791,800

495,600

62.6%

$1,290,432,000

$2,600

24.4%

$25,000 - $49,999

1,400,900

521,400

37.2%

$1,149,767,000

$2,200

25.6%

$50,000 - $74,999

1,375,500

301,400

21.9%

$650,719,000

$2,200

14.8%

$75,000 - $99,999

1,177,600

212,300

18.0%

$434,377,000

$2,000

10.4%

$100,000 - $149,999

1,735,300

246,100

14.2%

$459,571,000

$1,900

12.1%

$150,000 or more

2,304,000

206,000

8.9%

$356,595,000

$1,700

10.1%

Group
Educational attainment
Less than high school

Associates degree
Bachelor’s degree or higher
Family income

Income-to-poverty ratio
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Table 2. Economic Policy Institute (EPI) Analysis: Demographic Characteristics of Workers Across New York State Who Would Receive Raises
Under Proposed State Minimum Wage Increase
Total estimated
workforce

Total affected
(directly or indirectly)

Share of group
affected

Total wage increase
(2021$)

Per worker wage
increase (2021$)

Share of total
affected

At or below poverty

538,100

360,700

67.0%

$899,136,000

$2,500

17.7%

100 - 199% poverty

1,005,400

557,600

55.5%

$1,381,064,000

$2,500

27.4%

200 - 399% poverty

2,323,900

648,700

27.9%

$1,344,581,000

$2,100

31.9%

400%+ poverty

5,005,400

466,900

9.3%

$807,786,000

$1,700

23.0%

32,100

11,500

35.8%

$22,761,000

$2,000

0.6%

Construction

460,200

77,300

16.8%

$148,719,000

$1,900

3.8%

Manufacturing

548,100

76,300

13.9%

$149,266,000

$2,000

3.8%

Wholesale trade

207,200

37,900

18.3%

$80,756,000

$2,100

1.9%

Retail trade

903,000

367,100

40.7%

$760,537,000

$2,100

18.0%

Transportation, warehousing,
utilities

484,700

94,400

19.5%

$199,170,000

$2,100

4.6%

Information

265,800

21,000

7.9%

$35,845,000

$1,700

1.0%

Finance, insurance, real estate

764,900

55,800

7.3%

$110,832,000

$2,000

2.7%

Group

Major industry
Agriculture, fishing, forestry,
mining
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Table 2. Economic Policy Institute (EPI) Analysis: Demographic Characteristics of Workers Across New York State Who Would Receive Raises
Under Proposed State Minimum Wage Increase
Total estimated
workforce

Total affected
(directly or indirectly)

Share of group
affected

Total wage increase
(2021$)

Per worker wage
increase (2021$)

Share of total
affected

Professional, science,
management services

692,200

33,900

4.9%

$53,047,000

$1,600

1.7%

Administrative, support, waste
services

313,300

101,600

32.4%

$221,494,000

$2,200

5.0%

Educational services

1,028,100

123,500

12.0%

$170,673,000

$1,400

6.1%

Healthcare, social assistance

1,521,700

386,100

25.4%

$883,754,000

$2,300

19.0%

190,600

61,300

32.2%

$116,366,000

$1,900

3.0%

91,800

35,300

38.5%

$75,008,000

$2,100

1.7%

Restaurants

557,500

388,000

69.9%

$1,011,409,000

$2,600

19.1%

Other services

371,600

137,500

37.0%

$349,795,000

$2,500

6.8%

Public administration

439,900

25,200

5.7%

$43,134,000

$1,700

1.2%

For profit

6,391,200

1,727,600

27.0%

$3,872,155,000

$2,200

84.9%

Nonprofit

1,014,700

165,100

16.3%

$308,203,000

$1,900

8.1%

Group

Arts, entertainment,
recreational services
Accommodation

Sector
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Table 2. Economic Policy Institute (EPI) Analysis: Demographic Characteristics of Workers Across New York State Who Would Receive Raises
Under Proposed State Minimum Wage Increase
Group
Government

Total estimated
workforce

Total affected
(directly or indirectly)

Share of group
affected

Total wage increase
(2021$)

Per worker wage
increase (2021$)

Share of total
affected

1,466,900

141,200

9.6%

$252,208,000

$1,800

6.9%

Note: Estimated effect of minimum wage increases through 2026. All wages in 2021 dollars. Totals may not sum due to rounding.
Source: Economic Policy Institute Minimum Wage Simulation Model; see Technical Methodology by Dave Cooper, Zane Mokhiber, and Ben Zipperer. https://www.epi.org/publication/minimum-wage-simulation-model-technicalmethodology/
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